The role of secondary structures and base mutability at different levels of transcription and supercoiling is analyzed in variable region antibody genes VH5, VH94 and VH186.2. The data are consistent with a model of somatic hypermutation in which increasing levels of transcription and secondary structure stability correlate with the initial formation of successive mutable sites. Encoded differences exist in stem length and the number of GC pairs at low versus high levels of transcription in CDRs. These circumstances simplify the complexities of coordinating mutagenesis by confining this process to each mutable site successively, as they form in response to increasing levels of transcription during affinity maturation.
Introduction
During somatic hypermutation (SHM), coordinated mutagenesis optimizes the fit of antibody to antigen. This extraordinary process apparently involves a transcription-induced million-fold increase in mutation frequency focused in a small region of VH genes, which share several characteristics not present in other highly mutable genes, such as the tumor suppressor gene, p53, and lacI. The CDRs in heavy chain genes reveal mutable sites that are exposed successively, 5′ to 3′, as transcription levels increase. In common with other highly mutable genes such as p53, secondary structures (SS) formed during SHM have stable stems that create pauses during transcription, resulting in the repetitive exposure of unpaired bases at mutable sites in the non-transcribed strand. These characteristics of SSs in highly mutable genes are encoded in the DNA, which also specifies the basic platform for coordinating mutagenesis during affinity maturation.
In our companion paper, I. VH gene transcription creates stabilized secondary structures for coordinated mutagenesis during somatic hypermutation (referred to as paper I), a highly mutable 65 nt SS in VH5, called SS14.9, was analyzed using the mfg computer algorithm. This program simulates the formation of SSs in the non-transcribed strand during transcription, and displays successive sequence-determined SSs containing "hot spots", or sites of unpaired highly mutable bases. The existence of six hypermutable sites in SS14.9 was independently discovered by Ronai et al. (2007) in the identical gene sequence of splenocyte DNA isolated from immunized mice, using a chemical assay to identify the mutable ssDNA segments. In VH5, SS14.9 is formed repeatedly during the folding process, as a result of Stem-Induced Backtracking (S-IB) which localizes and increases the exposure and mutability of all unpaired bases in this SS.
The present paper provides further analyses of VH5 and two other VH genes to clarify mechanisms by which increasing levels of transcription during affinity maturation would result in the successive appearance of mutable sites, 5′ to 3′, and in increased mutation frequencies in CDRs during SHM.
Materials and Methods

Genes analyzed
The sequence and mutation frequencies (if available) of the following genes were included in this study: VH5 (GenBank accession numbers X92278 and M99684) (Zheng et al., 2005) , VH94 (GenBank accession number L10094), VH186.2 (GenBank accession number U64039.1), and p53 (GenBank accession number NT_010718.15). In VH5 the mfg nt number 1 corresponds to nt 311 in the GenBank sequence; in VH94, the mfg nt number 1 corresponds to number 142 in the GenBank sequence; in VH 186.2 the mfg nt number 10 corresponds to nt 1 (Siekevitz et al., 1987) , and in p53 the mfg nt number 1 corresponds to nt 7,175,166.
The mfg program
This program interfaces with the mfold program, which forms and reports all possible SSs from a given segment of ssDNA, in decreasing order of stability. Evidence indicates that increased levels of transcription and supercoiling generally correlate with increased levels of SS stability, and investigations of mutagenesis in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes have shown that observed base mutability can generally be predicted (MI), knowing the stability (−ΔG) of the SS in which the base is unpaired and the extent to which it is unpaired during transcription (percent of total folds): MI = (−ΔG) (% unpaired). For more detailed information see paper I; Reimers et al. (2004) ; Wright et al. (2002) ; Wright et al. (2003) .
Results
Increasing levels of transcription localize the successive formation of mutable sites to the CDRs
A series of window sizes was examined for each VH gene to find the most likely SS for coordinating mutagenesis in vivo (Table 1) . A high-stability SS was identified for each window size and the number of S-IB repeats in an mfg analysis was noted. Window sizes were selected by the frequency with which a specific high-stability SS was formed at successive window sizes, and the frequency of its repeated formation during S-IB. On average, these variables plateau at 65 or 70 nts for VH5, VH94 and VH186.2. Using this and other information from previous investigations, window sizes of 65, 50 and 30 nts (representing high, medium and low levels of transcription) were chosen for analyzing the first two genes. For VH186.2, successive 30 nt sequences did not always form SSs, resulting in an incomplete mfg analysis. Therefore, 80, 65, and 40 nt window sizes were chosen.
Using window sizes of 65, 50, and 30 nts, Fig. 1B shows mfg-generated profiles of SS stabilities (−ΔGs) in VH5 that reflect different levels of transcription (paper I). In Fig. 1B , note that increasing levels of SS stability are depicted in the vertical direction. The most stable SS at the 65 nt level of transcription, SS14.9 pre (nt 107-171), is depicted in Fig. 1A . Three 30 nt SSs are shown in Fig. 1C . The highly unpaired bases at mutable sites in SSs are retained as SS stabilities increase with increasing levels of transcription , and paper I). In VH genes, different stability profiles (−ΔGs) of the non-transcribed strand during transcription are similar in pattern prior to reaching their peak SS stabilities. For example, in VH5 (Fig. 1B) all three stability profiles first peak at the same point in the sequence (~ nt 107). However, at a point just 5′ of CDR2, the 30 nt SS stability drops from a −ΔG of 10.5 to 1.3 (Fig. 1C) , while the stability of the 65 nt SS14.9 remains high (this also occurs in CDR1 to a lesser extent). Thus, the −ΔG profiles of 65 and 30 nt SSs become staggered by the increasing difference between their stabilities as the result of a striking decrease in 30 nt SS stabilities (Fig. 1C) . This decrease is due to encoded alterations in stem length and stability: the 30 nt SS10.5 has 7 C:G and 1 A:T pairs, whereas the 30 nt SS1.3 has 2 C:G and 1 A:T pair. The stabilities of 65 nt and 30 nt SS in nts 113-177 are plotted in Fig. 1D . Thus, as transcription levels (SS stabilities) increase, the −ΔG ratio of 65 to 30 nt (Fig. 1E ) increases, as does predicted base mutability, or MI (Fig. 1F) . Percent unpaired is high at all mutable sites at all levels of transcription, and thus has little additional effect on MI (paper I). Fig. 1G profiles the −ΔG of 30 nt SSs in VH5 compared to mutation frequencies in the entire CDR, showing the regional correlation between high mutation frequencies and low −ΔG SSs at low levels of transcription. Correlations such as those described in Fig.1E -G were not found in the 5′ or 3′ framework regions (not shown).
Evidence suggests that peak mutation frequencies move 5′ to 3′ as transcription levels increase during affinity maturation (see Discussion). Thus, Site 1 (Fig. 1C ) exists at both high (SS14.9) and low (SS10.5) levels of transcription, in a similar position of each structure. However, this is not true of Site 6 in SS1.3, which only exists as a highly mutable site in SS14.9 when this SS is formed from SS14.9 pre at high levels of transcription ( Fig. 1H ; see paper I).
Compared to VH5, VH94 is more complicated because of the number of inter-converting and over-lapping SSs (Fig. 2 ). SS17.0 is the dominant 65 nt SS in this gene and this structure is first formed just 5′ of CDR1. Thereafter it is reformed a total of 24 times (Table 2) . VH94 actually shows two dominant 65 nt SSs: SS17.0 for CDR1 and SS13.6 for CDR2 ( Fig. 2A and Fig. 5B ). Mutable sites in CDRs were numbered successively in this gene with sites 1-5 existing in SS17.0 (red in Table 2 ), and Sites 6 -8 existing primarily in SS13.6 (blue in Table 2 ). The formation of successive structures and several important parameters can be followed in detail from the computer output in Table 2 . The majority of highly mutable bases 5′ of and in CDR1 occur in segments of unpaired bases in SS17.0 (red) and SS11.9 (brown), whereas 5′ of and in CDR2, SS17.0 (red), SS13.6 (blue) and SS12.5 (green) contain most of the mutable bases. In spite of the complicated SS interactions in VH94, the rapid decrease in 30 nt SS stabilities relative to those in 65 nt SSs ( Fig. 2B and C) is much like that in VH5 ( Fig. 1B and C) , and there is a significant correlation between increased levels of SS stability and predicted base mutability in CDR2 (Figs. 2D-F). As in VH5 (Fig. 1G ), VH94 shows a correlation between regions of high mutation frequency and low −ΔG SSs at low levels of transcription ( Fig. 2G ) and mutable sites appear 5′ to 3′ during affinity maturation (Fig. 2H ).
Although (to our knowledge) a database of high frequency mutations in VH186.2 is not available, we also analyzed some SS relationships in this gene (Fig. 3) . Again, staggered stability profiles are seen in CDRs, and two major over-lapping SSs, SS14.1 pre and SS10.9, share mutable bases in CDR1 and CDR2. As discussed earlier, SSs lower than 40 nt could not be examined in this gene. Using 80 to 40 nt ratios, significant correlations were also found between increased SS stability and predicted base mutability (Fig. 3D) , and mutable sites were formed 5′ to 3′ (Fig. 3E ).
As a control in which coordinated mutagenesis does not occur, exons 7 and 8 of p53 were analyzed (Fig. 4) , and no staggered profiles associated with the most mutable regions (codons 245, 248, 249, 273, and 282) were observed (Figs. 4B and C). Thus, there is no correlation between 65/30 nt −ΔG and the mutable sites (Fig. 4D, E) . In this mutagenic system, mutation frequencies are directly correlated with base exposure (% unpaired) in SSs of p53 (Wright et al., 2002 (Wright et al., ,2006 . Evidence suggests that genotoxins induce p53 transcription, which in turn increases the number of mutable Gs and Cs that determine the incidence of cancer (Wright et al., 2006) .
Background mutations in the lacI gene of E. coli also serve as an excellent negative control, as they occur under circumstances in which all mutations have equal probabilities of being detected and sequenced (Schaaper and Dunn, 1991) . This mutable sequence has been analyzed by mfg (Wright et al., 2003) , and there is no correlation between SS stability and mutation frequency. Thus, staggered SS stability profiles in CDRs of V genes may be unique, and critical for defining the sequence of unpaired bases in CDRs that become highly mutable in response to increasing levels of transcription (see Discussion).
Localization of S-IB in variable region VH genes
Paper I presents an analysis of the mechanism of S-IB in VH5 (Paper I; Fig. 3 ). The present paper extends this analysis to include two more VH genes and compares the location of S-IB in VH5, VH94 and VH186.2. In VH5, SS14.9 pre (and its repetitive formation) is by far the most dominant SS that has evolved in this 300 nt sequence (Fig. 5A) . The complexity of mutagenesis and S-IB in VH94 (Fig. 5B ) is due to inter-conversions among four SSs, two of which (SS17.0 pre and SS11.9) are associated with mutagenesis in CDR1, while SS13.6 and SS12.5 contribute unpaired bases for mutagenesis in CDR2 ( Fig. 2A and Fig. 5B ). Because SSs 17.0 pre and 13.6 share nts in VH94, it is very difficult to follow the consequences of S-IB, especially in SS13.6. In VH186.2 (Fig. 5C ), which has only one 5′ base preceding the stem, resulting in a series of folds in the vertical direction at each unpaired base of the structure. However, in the ~300 nt sequences of VH5, VH94, and VH186.2, the SSs described appear to be primary for regulating mutagenesis in CDRs of these genes. Note the gap in structure formations following CDR2 and the location of the dominant SSs.
Discussion
The endless variety of foreign antigens capable of initiating an immune response and the specificity of antibodies produced in response to antigen challenge attest to the extreme complexity of mechanisms that result, over time, in specific patterns of gain-of-function mutations creating higher affinity antibodies. It is fascinating to find that, in spite of the complex network of SS interactions in VH94 compared to VH5, both gene sequences show staggered SS stability profiles, inverse correlations between mutable sites and SS stabilities ( Fig. 1G and Fig. 2G ) and a linear order of mutable site appearances (Fig. 1H and Fig. 2H ). This similarity suggests that the above relationships are of key importance to a successful outcome of coordinated mutagenesis, and that the evolution of such complex SS interconversions in VH94 was necessary for achieving relationships that result in high affinity antibodies.
The following mechanisms in VH genes have been observed and are considered to be essential to SHM and affinity maturation: 1) First and foremost, the DNA sequence of each VH gene, specifying the pattern and stability of SSs at all levels of transcription, which in turn determines which bases are unpaired, their associated intrinsic instability, and their location in SSs formed at each level of transcription. By encoded alterations in stem length and stability in small SSs at low levels of transcription, the DNA sequence of VH genes has evolved "staggered" SS stability profiles in CDRs. This results in the successive formation of mutable sites, 5′ to 3′, as transcription levels increase;
2) The enhancer-induced ~10,000-fold increase in transcription level following antigen challenge could increase supercoiling, SS formation, base exposure and result in the millionfold increase in mutation frequency observed in CDRs. Data indicate that this increased mutation frequency is not caused by enzyme catalysts, which are usually in great excess in vivo, and that mutation frequency is determined by substrate availability (Krebs, 1957) . Moreover, there is a direct correlation between transcription levels and mutation frequency during SHM, and transcription-directed mutagenesis has been observed in a number of systems. Following the major increase in mutation frequency characterizing SHM, both intrinsic base mutability and superimposed enzyme-based mutagenesis would provide the variability essential to coordinated mutagenesis and affinity maturation;
3) The increase in SS stability and predicted mutability, 5′ to 3′ with increasing levels of transcription, localizes and directs mutagenesis to one mutable site at a time, thus limiting the difficult task of coordinating mutagenesis to a fraction of the dominant SS at successive points in time;
4) The mechanism of S-IB puts the folding process on hold, while repeating and increasing base exposure and mutability over time, 5′ to 3′. Most importantly, S-IB allows new explorations that maximize coordinated mutagenesis between multiple SSs, thus increasing variability and allowing refinements at each mutable site to achieve the optimal pattern of mutations.
As discussed earlier, evidence from many investigations cited in the literature indicate that higher levels of transcription increase mutation frequency in antibody genes, due to the enhanced availability of ssDNA and SSs containing mutable sites of unpaired bases. The work of Bachl et al. (2001) clearly demonstrates the enhancing effect that increasing (induced) levels of transcription have on mutation frequencies. Evidence has now been found for a new mechanism, perhaps unique to VH gene sequences, by which increased levels of transcription and base mutability become localized to CDRs. In VH5, for example, encoded differences in stem length and composition at low levels of transcription result in very low SS stabilities in CDR2 (Fig. 1). [In reality, lower levels of transcription and SS stability exist, but cannot be analyzed by mfg]. Thus, at nt 175 in this sequence, striking increases in SS stability and base mutability can occur as compared to nt 110, at which the increase is less than 2-fold. In VH94 and VH186.2, consistently low stability SSs are also found in CDR2 (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 ). These circumstances result in the successive formation of mutable sites as transcription levels increase (Fig. 1H, Fig. 2H and Fig. 3E ) and in the maintenance of a mutable site once it has been formed. For example, Site 1 is the first to form in VH5 and exists at all higher levels of transcription, while Site 6 is the last to form, and exists only at high levels of transcription. It follows that coordinated mutagenesis is localized to successive Sites as they appear at increasing levels of transcription during affinity maturation.
As transcription levels correlate directly with mutation frequencies, increased mutagenesis should occur over time, 5′ to 3′ from CDR1 to CDR2. The data of Ronai et al., (2007) and the mechanism of S-IB are both consistent with the first and repetitive appearance, 5′ to 3′, of Site 1 (12 times) during transcription, while Site 6 is available and mutable only 3 times (Paper I; Fig. 4 ) during affinity maturation. Taken together, our data suggest that, as transcription levels increase during affinity maturation, mutation frequencies would first increase in CDR1, followed by CDR2 and CDR3. This hypothesis is supported by data showing accumulated, site-specific light-chain V region mutations over the course of the immune response (Berek and Milstein, 1987) . These data are also in keeping with the polarity of SHM mutagenesis, where the intrinsic mutability of CDR1 is roughly twice that of CDR3 (Rada and Milstein, 2001 ).
Gain-of-function mutations that occur during SHM in immunoglobulin genes are primarily regulated by the stability of SSs in which they are unpaired. However, this type of regulation can only occur because unpaired bases at mutable sites have evolved to be highly unpaired at all levels of transcription. In sharp contrast, mutations in the p53 tumor suppressor gene simply inactivate the gene, and hypermutable codons have been selected as the most intrinsically mutable bases (Gs and Cs) at sites in SSs most likely to inactivate the gene when mutated; mutation frequency is primarily regulated by base exposure rather that SS stability. However, mutagenesis in both systems is determined by the location and exposure of intrinsically mutable bases in SSs dictated by gene sequence, transcription and supercoiling.
Fig. 1. Stability profiles of SSs formed at different levels of transcription in VH5
(A) SS14.9 pre, the structure of the most stable SS formed during simulated transcription of VH5 using a 65 nt window. The location of hypermutable Sites 1-5 in SS14.9 pre are indicated. (B) Stability (−ΔG) profiles of SSs formed in the CDRs using window sizes of 65 nt (circles), 50 nt (lines) and 30 nt (triangles). (C) Three successive (5′ to 3′) SSs (SS10.5, SS3.5 and SS1.3) formed using a 30 nt window. (D) The stability (−ΔG) during transcription (5′ to 3′) of 65 nt compared to 30 nt SSs. (E) The 65/30 ratio of these stabilities as transcription levels increase. (F) The predicted increase in base mutability (MI) as transcription levels and SS stabilities increase, 5′ to 3′. (G) The correlation between high mutation frequencies and low SS stabilities in the CDRs using a 30 nt window. (H) The successive appearance of mutable sites as transcription levels and SS stabilities increase. The conversion of SS14.9 pre to SS14.9 is not shown in Fig. 1A (see paper I) .
Fig. 2. Stability profiles of SSs formed at different levels of transcription in VH94
(A) The four primary SSs containing unpaired mutable bases in the sequence segments that include CDR1 and CDR2, using a 65 nt window. One location for each structure is arrowed in the sequence, and mutable bases are encapsulated by lines (see Table 2 (A) S-IB in the sequence including SS14.9 pre and SS13.2 in the variable region of VH5. SS14.9 pre is the most stable SS in which each base at each mutable site is unpaired. Therefore, when the folding window reaches each site of unpaired bases (following S-IB at stems), formation of SS14.9 pre is initiated, beginning at nt 107 and proceeding for as many unpaired bases as exist at each site (see paper I). (B) S-IB in the sequence including two primary SSs in VH94. Colors coordinate with those in Table 2 . (C) S-IB in VH186.2. SS12.8 and SS10.4 inter-convert and provide the primary source of unpaired mutable bases in CDR1 and CDR2 of this gene. Table 1 Maximum number of S-IB repeats at different window sizes as predicted by mfg Table 2 Computer output of nt 85-183 in VH94 derived from mfg analysis using a 65nt window 
